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The Effect of Sleep Deprivation on Athletic Performance in Adolescents 

Research Question: 

What is the correlation between sleep deprivation and the quality of athletic performance in 

adolescents?  

Background Information: 

Sleep can be defined as a reversible behavioral state in which an individual is 

perceptually disengaged from and unresponsive to the environment (Halson, 2014). An adequate 

amount of sleep is essential in a healthy life to ensure restorative, adaptive, and energy-

conserving functions (Yuksel et al., 2012). According to the National Sleep Foundation, 

sufficient sleep duration for adolescents is between 8-10 hours per night (Kim, Sim, Kim, & 

Choi, 2015). Thus, an individual’s recent sleep history has a marked impact on their daytime 

functioning (Halson, 2014). 

Sleep deprivation, which is defined as a night of reduced or interrupted sleep, is 

encouraged through advances in mass media and academic burdens in adolescents. An 

adolescent is a young person between the ages of 10 and 19 who is in the process of developing 

(Kim, Sim, Kim, & Choi, 2015). Lack of sleep can also be due to sleep disorders, medical 

conditions, work schedules, or lifestyle (Jarraya, Jarraya, Chtourou, Nizar, & Karim, 2013). 

Performance deficits caused by sleep deprivation cost billions of dollars worldwide per year due 

to accidents, direct healthcare costs, and reductions in efficiency and productivity (Halson, 
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2014). Research has shown that sleep loss has a profound effect on human performance on 

multiple levels (Taheri & Arabameri, 2011). Sleep deprivation can disrupt human circadian 

rhythms, which can cause repercussions on behavior as well as mental and physical performance 

(Jarraya, et al., 2013). Therefore, sleep impacts numerous physiological and cognitive functions 

that may be particularly important to athletes (Halson, 2014). 

Recent evidence suggests that athletes may experience reduced quantity and quality of 

sleep (Halson, 2014). This lack of sleep can prevent them from performing at their optimal level 

(Mah, Mah, Kezirian, & Dement, 2011). Sleep is an essential component of recovery from and 

preparation for high intensity training (Halson, 2014). According to several studies, sleep 

deprivation can affect many factors, such as slowing reaction time; impairing attention 

capacities, decision making, and motor skills; negatively impacting autonomic functions; and 

having a negative influence on cognitive tasks, mood, daytime sleepiness, and effort. 

Consequently, these factors affected by sleep deprivation are also essential to reach peak athletic 

performance. 

In a study conducted by Wiliiamson and Feyer (2000), the authors hypothesized that 

sleep deprivation can produce similar relative effects on performance as alcohol intoxication. 

These effects include a reduction in speed and reaction time, as well as a decrease in accuracy. 

They focused on how much sleep deprivation is needed to cause these effects.  Fatigue is defined 

as extreme tiredness and occurs when rest is reduced, which may be due to long or unbalanced 

working hours, night work, family responsibilities, or lifestyle choices. Effects of fatigue are 

believed to be responsible for between 16% and 60% of road accidents (Williamson & Feyer, 

2000).   
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A total of 39 participants between ages 30-49 were analyzed over a period of 28 hours. 

Several different tests were administered to measure the effects of fatigue and alcohol. The 

participants were tested every hour for 5 hours and then every 2 hours for the following 20 hours 

without sleep. Similarly, they were given doses of alcohol (up to .1% Blood Alcohol Content 

[BAC]) at hourly intervals, with a variety of performance tests 30 minutes after each dose. These 

tests included measures on vigilance, reaction time, coordination, divided attention, perceptual 

coding, and memory (Williamson & Feyer, 2000).   

The results showed that higher concentrations of alcohol caused a significant reduction in 

test performance. Continued sleep deprivation also caused a decrease in performance specifically 

in alertness, speed, and accuracy. A Blood Alcohol Content equivalence of .05% occurred after 

16.91 to 18.55 hours of wakefulness, and a BAC equivalence of .1% occurred after 17.74 to 

19.65 hours of wakefulness (Williamson & Feyer, 2000).   The researchers concluded that sleep 

deprivation is equivalent to alcohol intoxication starting at 17-19 hours of wakefulness. After 17 

hours of sleep deprivation, significant impairments in performance occurred. The fatigue that 

occurred compromised one’s speed and accuracy, thus making driving a major threat to safety. 

Ultimately, sleep deprivation can have alarming consequences that greatly affect cognitive and 

motor skills, both essential components in athletic performance. This decreased motor ability can 

also be a contributing factor to increased injuries as a result of falls or other related accidents 

(Williamson & Feyer, 2000).   

In a similar study conducted by Kim, Sim, Kim, & Choy (2015), sleep deprivation and its 

association with risk of injury among adolescents was examined. The researchers used Korean 

students to determine the associations between sleep time and bicycle accidents. A total of 

17,232 participants were analyzed based on bicycle-riding accidents. Data was collected for 
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sleep duration over the most recent 7 days (Kim, Sim, Kim, & Choi, 2015). The results showed 

that riding accidents, slips, and falls in various places have a positive correlation with sleep 

deprivation. It was concluded that sleep deprivation impacts several factors related to accidents 

such as increased impulsivity, slower reaction time, decreased attention and impaired decision 

making (Kim, Sim, Kim, & Choi, 2015). Therefore, lack of sleep increases an athlete’s chance of 

getting injured, which could then influence performance. As a result of an injury, optimal 

performance is unlikely to occur. 

In one study, the researchers focused on how partial sleep deprivation can limit sport 

performance, looking specifically at the handball goalkeeper.  It was hypothesized that sleep 

deprivation negatively impacts the cognitive performances of the goalkeeper in terms of attention 

and reaction time. The goalkeeper was chosen to be the focus of this study because the role 

demands a certain level of attention and speed. The right quantity and quality of sleep is essential 

for the goalkeeper because of the fast reaction time required (Jarraya, Jarraya, Chtourou, Nizar, 

& Karim, 2013). The hypothesis was tested using twelve volunteer goalkeepers. All participants 

were of similar age, height, weight, and experience, and followed similar sleep schedules 

according to the PSQI (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index). 

 There were three test sessions over three days with a 72 hour recovery period. The first 

session, or the reference night (RN), measured a full night of sleep, lasting from 10:00 p.m. to 

7:00a.m.. The second session measured partial sleep deprivation at the beginning of the night 

(SBD), where participants slept from 3:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. The last session measured partial 

sleep deprivation at the end of the night (SDE), where participants slept from 10:00 p.m. to 3:00 

a.m.. The barrage test was used to evaluate constant attention by measuring speed in visual-

spatial recognition. The Stroop test is a color-word test that is commonly used to check for brain 
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damage. Lastly, the reaction-time test required participants to indicate the appearance of a model 

on a computer as quickly as possible.  The participants kept normal sleeping habits preceding 

each test session and were asked to maintain their normal amount of physical activity (Jarraya, et 

al., 2013). 

The results indicated a longer reaction time with the partial sleep deprivation, particularly 

during SDE. Selective attention, the ability to react to certain stimuli while several others occur 

simultaneously, decreased dramatically from RN to SDE and even more to SDB. Constant 

attention decreased significantly with partial sleep deprivation but was higher in SDE than SDB. 

This study concluded that partial sleep deprivation affects cognitive performance and causes 

slowness in reaction time. The results also suggest that early awakening has a greater affect on 

reaction time than having a late bedtime. This supported the hypothesis that partial sleep 

deprivation affects the reaction time and the attention capacities of the handball goalkeeper. 

Ultimately, adequate sleep is essential for optimum performance in athletes (Jarraya, et al., 

2013). 

Taheri and Abraham performed a study on the effect of one night’s sleep deprivation on 

anaerobic performance and reaction time of subjects the following morning. 18 male subjects 

were randomly selected from physical education students. A questionnaire was administered to 

obtain general information including factors such as age, weight and height about each 

participant. Regular sleep-wake schedules were also recorded. The participants remained awake 

for a whole night, and an anaerobic and reaction time test was performed the following day. The 

anaerobic test, or Wingate test, consisted of 30-second cycling against a resistance load (Taheri 

& Arabameri, 2011). The results indicated no significant difference in anaerobic performance 

with sleep deprivation. However, the reaction time of sleep deprived subjects was significantly 
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slower than the baseline. The results concluded that reaction time is more vulnerable to be 

affected by sleep deprivation rather than anaerobic performance (Taheri & Arabameri, 2011). 

This further emphasizes the effect of sleep loss on reaction time, which is a critical factor in 

athletic performance. 

  A similar study was conducted to investigate the effects of sleep deprivation induced 

anxiety on anaerobic performance. Previous research has indicated that sleep deprivation can 

cause increased anxiety, as well as tension, frustration, and irritability (Vardar, Ozturk, Kurt, 

Bulut, Sut, & Vardar, 2007). Lack of sleep can therefore have a significant influence on anxiety 

level, which can similarly alter athletic performance in a negative way. A total of 13 male 

physical education (PE) students completed the State Anxiety Inventory and performed the 

Wingate anaerobic test 3 different times. The first test was following a full night of sleep, which 

was referred to as the baseline. The second test was following 30 hours of sleep deprivation. The 

last test was taken following a night of partial sleep deprivation (Vardar, Ozturk, Kurt, Bulut, 

Sut, & Vardar, 2007). 

The results showed that level of anxiety following sleep deprivation was higher than at 

the baseline. No significant difference in terms of anaerobic performance was found. This 

suggests that sleep deprivation can alter anxiety levels but has little effect on anaerobic 

performance. However, it can be concluded that the effect of sleep deprivation on anxiety level 

can alter one’s athletic performance, especially during high-stress situations. If an athlete has too 

much anxiety, it will ultimately hinder his or her ability to perform at optimal level (Vardar et al., 

2007). 

In another study, the relationship among poor sleep quality and hemodynamic response to 

exercise was examined. Heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), and heart rate recovery (HRR) 
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were measured at rest and during exercise in poor sleepers and compared to those with good 

sleep quality (Yuksel et al., 2012). Abnormal sleep results in increased sympathetic activity, 

blood pressure, and heart rate. Chronotropic incompetence occurs when exercise produces an 

impaired heart rate response, which can be associated with cardiovascular disease. The heart rate 

recovery (HRR) refers to the heart rate as it declines during the recovery period after a stress test 

(Yuksel et al., 2012). In this study, 113 healthy individuals participated, 81 of which were male. 

They were free of cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases and were not taking any medications at 

the time.  

Sleep quality was determined using the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) 

questionnaire. The results categorized 48 participants as “poor sleepers” and the remaining as 

“good sleepers”. Each participant was tested using a treadmill, where heart rate and blood 

pressure were measured at several intervals (Yuksel et al., 2012). The results showed a higher 

resting HR, higher diastolic BP, similar systolic BP, more frequent hypertensive response to 

exercise, and less HR increase in poor sleepers in response to exercise (compared to participants 

with good sleep quality). Poorer sleepers also had a reduced heart rate recovery. The PSQI score 

was found to be positively correlated with resting HR, and negatively correlated with HR 

response to exercise (Yuksel et al., 2012).  The results of this study emphasizes the effect of poor 

sleep quality on unfavorable cardiovascular outcomes. Poor sleep quality can have a negative 

impact on autonomic functions and can lead to hypertension. Essentially, sleep habits can have a 

profound effect on exercise capacities and can therefore hinder athletic performance (Yuksel et 

al., 2012). 

In an additional study, the effect of sleep loss on next day effort was examined. The 

researchers hypothesized that under conditions of sleep loss when preference was analyzed, 
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participants would choose simple, less effortful tasks. 50 undergraduate college students were 

evaluated after one night without sleep loss and one night with sleep loss. The participants were 

then presented addition problems from The Math Effort Task (MET) (Engle-Friedman, Riela, 

Golan, Ventuneac, Davis, Jefferson, & Major, 2003). The addition problems varied with 5 

different levels of difficulty, where participants were able to select one of them. 

 The results showed that less demanding problems were selected and more answers were 

correct when the participants were subject to sleep loss, although perceived effort was equivalent 

between both groups. Also, the sleep deprived group had significantly slower reaction times than 

the non-sleep deprived group. The results indicated that sleep loss depletes effort without 

conscious awareness. In a similar study, runners covered less distance after a night of sleep 

deprivation due to increased perception of effort (Halson, 2014). Therefore, sleep deprivation 

prevents maximal effort, which can consequently limit the ability to reach optimal athletic 

performance (Engle-Friedman et al., 2003). 

The importance of sleep in athletes can also be studied by extending sleep duration and 

testing the athlete’s performance on different tasks. In a study conducted by Mah, Mah, Kezirian, 

& Dement (2011), the purpose was to examine the effects of sleep extension on athletic 

performance over several weeks. Research has shown that achieving prolonged hours of sleep 

has major benefits on human functioning. Similarly, sleep restriction can have a negative 

influence cognitive function, mood, daytime sleepiness, reaction time, and learning and memory 

tasks (Mah et al., 2011). 

 The study was conducted over 2 NCAA basketball seasons (around 7-11 weeks) at 

Stanford University. The participants continued their normal sleep habits for 2-4 weeks during 

the season. The basketball players obtained between 6-9 hours of sleep per night during this 
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period. Next, the participants extended their sleep time to a minimum of 10 hours each night, 

lasting 5-7 weeks. Sleep duration, athletic performance, reaction time, mood and daytime 

sleepiness were consistently measured throughout the study. To measure sleep-wake activity, 

actigraphy devices, which are based on subject movement, and sleep logs were used. Nocturnal 

sleep, the period between bedtime and awakening time, and napping periods were analyzed 

through sleep journals. The Profile of Mood States (POMS) was a questionnaire/psychological 

assessment used to determine changes in mood. Athletic performance was measured by shooting 

accuracy and timed sprints. The Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT), conducted twice daily, was 

used to measure reaction time and changes in performance (Mah et al., 2011).  

The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) was used to assess daytime sleepiness. The ESS is a 

short questionnaire that measures sleepiness on a 0-3 scale in 8 different daily situations that 

involve very little stimulation. Possible scores on this test range from 0-24, with higher scores 

(above 16) reflecting greater sleepiness and increased probability of sleep deprivation. (Johns, 

1991). 

 The results indicated a significant decrease in sprint time and improvements in shooting 

accuracy during the sleep extension period. In addition, improvements in daytime sleepiness and 

mood were recorded. The results further emphasize that extended sleep contributes to enhanced 

athletic performance, daytime sleepiness, and overall mood. In a similar study, swimmers with 

extended sleep durations also experienced improvements in these areas (Halson, 2014). The 

study strongly suggests sleep extension and improved sleep quality are the most beneficial ways 

to positively impact athletic achievement. This supports the likely correlation between sleep 

deprivation and quality of exercise in student athletes. Thus, optimal sleep is a valuable factor in 

accomplishing peak athletic performance (Mah et al., 2011). 
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 Sleep deprivation also has an impact on an athlete’s nutritional status, as it is linked to 

changes in metabolism and proteins synthesis in addition to increased hunger and appetite. This 

can be due to alterations in glucose metabolism and neuroendocrine function as a result of 

chronic sleep deprivation. Leptin and ghrelin are both hormonal regulators of food intake. While 

leptin works to control and regulate hunger, ghrelin is an appetite-stimulating hormone. Multiple 

studies have shown that sleep deprivation results in decreases in leptin and increases and ghrelin 

(Halson, 2014). This ultimately can cause an athlete to eat more than usual, thus potentially 

affecting athletic performance. Without proper nutrition, reaching optimal performance is highly 

unlikely. 

Additionally, sleep deprivation has been shown to enhance or cause pain. There is also 

evidence that pain may disturb sleep, causing sleep deprivation. As a result, a cycle may develop 

where sleep and pain are both negatively affecting each other (Halson, 2014). Thus, management 

of pain, which can occur from training and/or injury, is an important factor for athletes.  

Similarly, sleep deprivation can weaken an athlete’s immune system, resulting in a greater 

chance of illness. Consequently, optimal performance will be less likely to occur when the 

athlete is not in a healthy condition (Halson, 2014). 

 Many previous studies have indicated that sleep deprivation can have a variety of 

consequences on human behavior. Sleep loss can influence many of the factors essential for 

athletes to reach their optimal level of performance. Without an adequate amount of sleep, 

human functioning is impaired and athletic performance is significantly impacted. 
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Hypothesis: 

If an athlete experiences sleep deprivation, his or her athletic performance will be 

negatively impacted through the impairment of several factors that are critical for optimal 

performance. This is because sleep deprivation has harmful effects on physical and cognitive 

functions, speed, accuracy, reaction time, risk of injury, effort, and nutritional status. Thus, it is 

hypothesized that sleep deprivation results in decreased athletic performance.  

Sleep deprivation has an effect on physical and cognitive functions, which are both key 

factors in reaching peak athletic performance (Jarraya et al., 2013). Lack of sleep also causes a 

significant reduction in speed, accuracy, and reaction time, equally important attributes for most 

athletes (Williamson & Feyer, 2000). Sleep deprivation is also associated with increased risk of 

injury (Kim, Sim, Kim, & Choy, 2015). Sleep loss effects perceived effort, which can cause an 

athlete to be putting forth less effort than he or she is aware (Engle-Friedman et al., 2003). 

Lastly, sleep deprivation may result in alterations to metabolism, protein synthesis, appetite, and 

food intake: all factors which can potentially reduce one’s athletic performance (Halson, 2014). 

As a result, sleep deprivation will negatively affect the occurrence of injuries and self-evaluated 

performance in student athletes. 
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Methods: 

 Background information will be collected regarding sleep deprivation and its effect on 

human and athletic performance 

 Questionnaires will be created based off  of established surveys related to sleep deprivation; a 

variety of different factors relating to athletic performance will be tested 

o Sleep habits and occurrence of injuries in student athletes (see appendix A and B)  

o Sleep habits and self-evaluated performance 

 Questionnaires will be handed out to student athletes participating in a variety of different 

sports:  

o Cross country (see appendix A) 

o Gymnastics (see appendix B) 

o Track and field 

o Wrestling 

o Soccer 

 Total number of questionnaires received will add up to over 100; both genders are included 

for a more accurate representation of the population; participants will range from 10-19 years 

old to qualify as adolescents. 

 Questionnaires will be collected and separated into 2 groups: “good sleep habits” and “sleep 

deprived”, based on scores on the Epworth Sleepiness Scale. 

o Scores higher than 16= sleep deprived 

 Data will be analyzed for each questionnaire using a t-test  
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 Results will be recorded and conclusions will be made concerning the validity of the 

hypothesis 

  

Justification: 

This study will further emphasize the importance of sleep in adolescents and how it can 

have a significant impact on athletic performance for various reasons. Sleep is essential to all 

humans and is necessary for proper daytime functioning. Sleep deprivation can be found 

throughout the world, occurring in every generation, race, ethnicity, and gender. Lack of sleep 

can be due to sleep disorders, medical conditions, work schedules, lifestyle, or many other 

common factors. Every person should be informed of the importance of sleep and the significant 

role it plays in maintaining a healthy life. 

Sleep deprivation can have harmful effects on physical and cognitive functions, speed, 

accuracy, reaction time, risk of injury, effort, and nutritional status. Lack of sleep is a prevalent 

issue and can hinder the performance of athletes living anywhere in the world. Therefore, sleep 

deprivation is a universal problem that can have common effects on athletic performance 
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